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Spectroscopy is an established and indispensable tool in science, industry, agriculture, medicine, surveillance, etc..
The potential user of spectral data, which is not available in HITRANa or other databases, searches the spectroscopy
publications. After finding the desired publication, the user very often encounters the following problems: 1) They
cannot find the data described in the paper. There can be many reasons for this: nothing is provided in the paper itself or
supplementary material; the authors are not responding to any requests; the web links provided in the paper have long
been broken; etc. 2) The data is presented in a reduced form, for instance through the fitted spectroscopic constants. While
this is a long-standing practice among spectroscopists, there are numerous serious problems with this practice, such as
users getting different energy and intensity values because of different representations of the solution to the Hamiltonian,
or even just despairing of trying to generate usable line lists from the published constants.
Properly providing the data benefits not only users but also the authors of the spectroscopic research. We will show
that this increases citations to the spectroscopy papers and visibility of the research groups. We will also address the quite
common issue when researchers obtain the data, but do not feel that they have time, interest or resources to write an article
describing it. There are modern tools that would allow one to make these data available to potential users and still get
credit for it. However, this is a worst case scenario recommendation, i.e., publishing the data in a peer-reviewed journal is
still the preferred way.
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